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f you have been taking note of new 
developments and sign boards in 

Somerset West you would have noticed 
a lot of excitement and activity around 
the Waterkloof area and new growth 
node to the East of Somerset West 
known as Waterkloof.

Perched on a prime parcel of 
magnificent, gently sloping land, this 
new residential and commercial 
precinct enjoys splendid views across 
False Bay and oour beloved mountains.  
Traffic lights have now been installed 
in front of Fernwood giving controlled 
access to all developments in Bizweni 
avenue.  Construction of a further set 
of traffic lights will soon commence 
connecting the Sir Lowrys Pass Road 
with the N2 on the northern boundary 
of Fernwood.  What you’ll notice about 
this wonderful new precinct is the 
involvement and commitment of 
Westacre Devco, the award-winning, 
family-run development company who 
have been behind most of the area’s 

sought-after and successful property 
developments and gated security 
villages. Anchoring the node is “The 
Somerset”, a flagship Westacre 
Development and a highly successful 
and popular estate for retirees who 
come from near and far to enjoy our 
unique lifestyle and quality of life.

The Somerset is a first class retirement 
estate boasting freehold and life-right 
homes, cottages and apartments, a 
multi-purpose clubhouse (that serves 
as a social and service hub for 

residents), and a state-of-the-art frail 
care centre – all set in wonderfully 
landscaped gardens. The Somerset is 
superbly managed by the Cape 
Peninsula Organisation for the Aged 
(CPOA), a highly professional 
non-profit organisation that 
administers a host of leading 
retirement facilities across the 
peninsula.

Just opposite the road from The 
Somerset, Westacre are busy 
developing Rosewood Gardens and 

Cape Peninsula
Organisation for the Aged
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PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THEIR 21st GATED VILLAGE

ith over 60 years experience 
in owning 22 retirement 

villages in the province, and managing 
another 16, the Cape Peninsula 
Organisation for the Aged (CPOA) are 
the locally recognised experts in the 
provision of services for the elderly. 

A non-for-profit organisation, the 
CPOA are renowned for offering the 
highest levels of nursing and elderly 
care available. They are overseen by 

the CPOA Council of volunteers – who 
offer services in property develop-
ment, and consulting, health care and 
nursing, and estate management.

CPOA facilities typically boast pictur-
esque and tranquil settings, security 
and excellent in-house services - 
which together create the peace of 
mind and natural beauty that retirees 
seek when planning their retirement 
destination.

more
about:

Beechwood - two new gated security 
estates that are perfectly suited to 
young professionals looking for a 
stylish, clean, safe and affordable 
lifestyle option. In the same enclave is 
the exciting new Waterkloof Shopping 
Centre that allows for a convenient 
retail environment.

Next door to the shopping centre is a 
proposed new Rosen Castle school - 
the likes of which the area is yet to 
experience. Based on the original, 
immensely successful concept, the new 
Rosen Castle school in Somerset West 
will be one of the very first to be 
developed under the auspices of Curro 
Schools, the new owners. Following 
the popularity of the model, Curro will 
be rolling out the unique Rosen Castle 
model countrywide. 

An additional site has also been 
earmarked for professional suites.
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* Westacre Devco Head Office

he Somerset Lifestyle and 
Retirement Village is a gracious 

blend of Cape lifestyle and charming, 
refined English influences that is fast 
becoming the residential estate of 
choice for the over 50's. 

The Somerset is set in a magnificent 
environment rich in natural beauty, 
sophistication and luxury. It meets all 
practical, peace of mind requirements, 
with its professional and advanced 
healthcare and security measures. 
Beyond this, the Somerset offers a 
uniquely liberating and refreshing 
approach to life. An approach whereby 
the enjoyment of the golden years is 
amplified, rather than downscaled. 
The Somerset lifestyle blurs indoor 
and outdoor activities. Picture open 
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Discover
Luxury

Retirement
Living

* Artists Impression: Lord Somerset Clubhouse

* Actual Photograph: Showhouse & view from the estate

Lifestyle & Retirement Village

somerset west

doors and windows, al fresco 
candle-lit dinners with friends, the 
fragrance of plants and trees, and 
relaxed conversations with passing 
neighbours. The estate offers a variety 
of freehold homes (between R2.5 and 
R4.8m), Life-right cottages (between 
R1.8m and R2.8m), one- and 
two-bedroom apartments (from R1.2m 
to R2.2m), and Life Right assisted 
living units. Community interaction is 

for the over
50’s

facilitated through The Lord Somerset 
Clubhouse with restaurant, ladies bar, 
shop, deli, boutique, salon, chapel, 
heated swimming pool, gym, library 
and indoor terrace. The whole 
development has been designed to be 
optimally energy and 
resource efficient, with 
a minimal carbon 
footprint. The 
d e v e l o p m e n t ’ s 
pioneering “green” 
features - like thicker 
glazed windows, solar 
hot water systems, LED 
lights and efficient 
underfloor heating 
systems - not only 
benefit the environment, they also 
reduce monthly bills and add extra 
comfort. It is probably the first 
development of its kind that fully 
complies with new building 
regulations of the South African 
National Standards (SANS) concerning 

efficient energy use. In addition to the 
estate’s close proximity to Vergelegen 
Mediclinic and Arun Place (only 1km 
away), the Brackenbury Health Care 
Centre at The Somerset will offer 
qualified medical staff and frail care 

facilities operated by 
the Cape Peninsula 
Organisation for the 
Aged (CPOA).

Apartments
from

R1 200 000
Cottages from
R1 800 000

Freestanding Homes
from

R2 500 000

Somerset  West
gardens

* Turn-Key: Pay only on occupation

ROSEwood at a glance
Exclusive estate consisting of 74 bespoke homes  •  Two & three bedroom 
homes with two bathrooms and double garages  •  Designed around a vast, 
landscaped green area  •  Opposite new Waterkloof Shopping Centre           
1 ½ km from central Somerset West  •  Panoramic views of the entire False 
Bay, encompassing Gordon’s Bay through Cape Point and Table Mountain  
Ideal lock-up-and-go.

Coming Soon!
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SHOW Visit our area sales office  Furnished Show House Now Open

•  SOMERSET WEST •  

BEECHWOOD

Beechwood at a glance
2 & 3 Bedroom freestanding homes on erven from 401m² to 643m²                 
6 House types to choose from ranging from 114m² - 176m²  •  Top quality 
finishes and two bathrooms (one en-suite)  •  Pay deposit and then only 
again on occupation  •  Exclusive security estate with gated access control  
Large public open space for residents to enjoy  •   Opposite the new 
Waterkloof Shopping Centre  •   1 ½ km from central Somerset West       
Ideal lock-up and go that’s perfectly located.

N O W  S E L L I N G
2&3Bedroom homes
from R1.495mil

* Turn-Key: Pay only on occupation


